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project concept
Moss are bryophytes that do not possess true vascular tissue and
obtain their nutrients through their leaves; as a result, they often are
pioneer species in otherwise inhospitable environments. They are
soil conditioners and are keystone species that allow for more
complex ecologies. Their role is in stark contrast to the human
agency that previously sculpted this landscape. Bryophilia is an
ephemeral installation that brings attention to the unsung heroes of
disturbed ecologies. While the overall form of the installation was
determined through experimentation and material familiarization,
some constants remained (stone, detritus, moss). Moss localizes the
flow of nutrients and energy sourced from detritus while the stones
provide the structural framework for this micro-ecology. While the
quarry is a result of anthropogenic forces imposed onto a landscape,
Bryphilia offers a narrative of re-wilding and mending.

process

tools & materials

Despite having been a frequent visitor of the quarry since I first moved to Syracuse, I never
looked at the Quarry quite as extensively (and intensively) as I did during the landing phase of
the project. The anthropogenic forces on the landscape were evident but none were as subtle
as a series of holes located next to the southern entrance of the Quarry. After some debate,
we assigned them to be dynamite holes, based on their depth (~4 feet), proximity the rock
shelf (which showed blasting patterns), and spatial layout. Despite being created for
destructive purposes, these unblown dynamite holes provided the perfect environment for
bryophytes; the holes were shaded, damp, and perfectly hidden.

1. Gloves
2. Stones (sourced on-site)
3. Moss (sourced on site)

The installation would become an extension of these dynamite holes, providing spaces and
shade for moss to inhabit. The fragmentation of the rocks informed the overall layout and
pattern of the installation. While I initially planned for a rounded mound, the horizontal layering
as a result of the rock’s structure led me to rethink the forms. In this respect, working with the
material directly influenced the finish product.

1. dynamite holes
2. process; day one
3. process; day three
4. closeup of dynamite holes
5. wildlife found under moss
6. process; day four; final
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